1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Language difficulties are of particular concern to brain tumor patients and greatly affect their overall quality of life. For example, difficulties with language functioning have been demonstrated to result in reduced involvement in daily activities including social activities, educational endeavors, occupational roles, and leisure activities, and have been shown to negatively impact patients\' self-confidence and relationships with significant others ([@bb0055], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0160]). As formal neurocognitive testing has documented cognitive deficits in up to 90% of treated brain tumor patients ([@bb0180]), monitoring changes in the functioning of such a vital ability as language is a critical component of the clinical care for brain tumor patients. Of particular benefit to clinicians would be a tool to identify the language deficits that patients may currently or soon experience based on tumor location and MR imaging results. To that end, the current study explores the relationship between lesion location and performance on tests of receptive and expressive language in adult glioma patients.

To date, both functional neuroimaging and lesion-deficit approaches have been used to analyze the relationship between generalized lesion location and cognition in patients with cerebral infarction and other vascular pathologies, but few studies have been performed with adult glioma patients. A particular method termed "voxel-based lesion--symptom mapping" (VLSM) ([@bb0015]) presents many benefits over other neuroimaging and lesion-deficit methods. VLSM is a highly specific voxel-by-voxel analytic method used to identify the brain regions associated with significant differences in task performance. In particular, statistical analysis is performed on every voxel of the brain, comparing cognitive test performance for patients with lesion present in that voxel to the performance of patients without lesion present in that voxel. One significant advantage of VLSM is that it enables the identification of all brain regions associated with differences in cognitive test performance rather than focusing on pre-determined regions of interest, while allowing cognitive data to be treated as continuous rather than dichotomous measures of performance ([@bb0015], [@bb0170]). Additionally, because VLSM produces a statistical value for each voxel, highly reliable inferences can be made regarding neural networks over that of both other lesion-deficit and traditional neuroimaging techniques ([@bb0170]). Lastly, in contrast to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) of the brain, VLSM is able to identify the brain regions critical for cognitive performance extending into both white and grey matter, making it especially valuable for studying glioma patients, in which lesions can be found extending into both white and gray matter and often affect cognition through interference with information processing across brain regions ([@bb0115]). The use of VLSM with glioma patients therefore allows us to better understand, with a high level of sensitivity, the particular brain regions that are utilized and impaired in this patient population.

In the current study, VLSM analysis was utilized to examine the relationship between lesion location and performance on neurocognitive tests of expressive and receptive language in adult glioma patients who were pre-surgical candidates. Expressive language skills reflect communication abilities, and receptive language skills reflect the ability to understanding language ([@bb0020]). A greater understanding of the specific associations between lesion location and language functioning will provide guidance to healthcare providers in the treatment of brain tumor patients with language difficulties, which are especially disruptive to patients\' quality of life and independence ([@bb0035], [@bb0045], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0120]).

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

All patients participating in the present study signed institutional review board-approved informed consent to have imaging and neurocognitive data stored as part of our institution\'s neuro-oncology database. Neurocognitive and imaging data acquisition was performed as part of clinical care and in compliance with all applicable Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations. A total of 98 patients who met the following criteria were selected: (1) patients had pathology-confirmed, supratentorial, intraaxial glioma; (2) patients had received neurocognitive testing of language abilities using standardized procedures; (3) brain MRI and language testing had been performed close in time (9.3 days on average) with no change in treatments or tumor progression between these procedures; and (4) patients were right-handed.

The study sample of 98 glioma patients ranged from 18 to 80 years of age (*M* = 46.9, *SD* = 14.6) and was comprised of 60% males and 40% females. Years of education ranged from 11 to 21 (*M* = 15.8, *SD* = 2.4). Tumor grade at the time of the language assessment comprised WHO grade 2 (28%), grade 3 (26%), and grade 4 (46%), with 29% of patients having experienced prior tumor progression. With regard to treatment history, 63% of the sample had received prior surgery and 40% had received prior radiochemotherapy. The demographics, disease, and treatment characteristics, as described in this paragraph, were statistically controlled for in the analyses.

2.2. Neurocognitive assessment of language functioning {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------

Neurocognitive testing of language functioning was conducted by a licensed neuropsychologist or a trained doctoral student under the supervision of a licensed neuropsychologist. Participants were candidates for surgery and received a neurocognitive language evaluation as part of routine pre-surgical clinical practice to identify any potential language concerns that should be considered during surgery. Seven neurocognitive tests assessing expressive language and receptive language were administered in the present study. These tests are described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Standardized administration as well as standardized scoring procedures using normative data was followed as per the instructions outlined in the test manuals ([@bb0100], [@bb0165]).

2.3. Brain imaging {#s0025}
------------------

Data were collected on either a 1.5 T or 3 T MR imaging scanner. Pre-contrast T1, T2-weighted FLAIR, T2-weighted fast spin echo (FSE), diffusion-weighted MRI, perfusion MRI, and post-contrast T1-weighted MR images were obtained as part of a standard clinical protocol, but only T2-weighted FSE images were used for the current study with repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE) ranging from 2717--6670 ms to 56--123 ms, respectively, with number of averages = 1--2, matrix size 256 × 256 to 512 × 512, field-of-view (FOV) from 20 to 24 cm^2^, and slice thickness between 3 and 5 mm with 0--1 mm interslice gap. The T2-weighted images for each patient were registered to a 1.0 mm isotropic brain atlas (Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152) by using a mutual information algorithm and a 12-degree of freedom transformation by using the Functional MR Imaging of the Brain Software Library (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/>), followed by visual inspection to ensure adequate alignment.

Segmentation of the T2-weighted images involved isolation of the resection cavities and T2-hyperintense regions, which include both areas of vasogenic edema and non-enhancing tumor, excluding areas of obvious cerebrospinal fluid, blood products, and central necrosis. The volume was segmented via a semi-automated procedure consisting of (1) manually defining an area containing the relative region of tumor occurrence, (2) empirically determining thresholds on T2-weighted images within these regions, and (3) manually editing the resulting masks to exclude any non-tumor tissue. ROIs were completed via custom scripts in the Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) program (National Institute of Mental Health; <http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni>). Initial segmentation was performed by a graduate research assistant (R.J.H.) and final segmented volumes were verified by an imaging scientist (B.M.E.).

2.4. Voxel-based lesion--symptom mapping analysis {#s0030}
-------------------------------------------------

Neurocognitive test and brain imaging data were analyzed using VLSM ([@bb0015]). Voxelwise comparisons were performed in all voxels with a minimum of 10 patients with segmented brain tumors for each neurocognitive test. Statistical parametric maps (SPM) were created using a voxelwise generalized linear model (GLM) with normal error distribution in MATLAB that included seven covariates (prior surgery, prior radiochemotherapy, tumor grade, tumor recurrence, age, gender, and education) along with the binary designation defining whether the patient had tumor at a particular voxel. Essentially, for each voxel, a generalized linear model was used to test for differences in language performance between patients with and without lesion in that voxel, while accounting for demographic and treatment-related covariates.

In order to account for multiple comparisons performed for each image voxel, a cluster-based thresholding technique based on random permutations was implemented as outlined previously ([@bb0050]). Briefly, the minimum cluster size retained for each neurocognitive test was determined by: 1) randomly re-assigning the patient task scores to a different patient\'s tumor, 2) performing the VLSM technique based on the GLM test at each voxel using the re-assigned values, 3) retaining all voxels with a p-value less than 0.05, and 4) recording the maximum cluster size defined as the number of contiguous statistically significant voxels. Steps 1--4 were repeated 1,000 times resulting in a unique distribution of maximum cluster sizes for each neurocognitive task. The 95th percentiles of these distributions were used to define the minimum allowable cluster size for the final respective statistical parameter maps.

SPMs were generated for each of the seven neurocognitive tests described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. List-wise deletion was used to handle missing data for each neurocognitive test. Following VLSM analysis of each neurocognitive test, the tests were categorized as measuring receptive language or expressive language. A composite map for receptive language was created from the intersection of the significant voxels from the three receptive language tests, and a composite map for expressive language was created from the intersection of significant voxels from the four expressive language tests. Additionally, the Dice Similarity Coefficient was calculated for each pair of tasks in order to understand the inherent similarity between clusters arising from each task as: $s = \frac{2\left| {A \cap B} \right|}{\left| A \right| + \left| B \right|}$, where *s* is the Dice Coefficient, *A* is the cluster outline for task *A*, *B* is the cluster for task *B*, and *A* ∩ *B* is the intersection of the two clusters.

The Johns Hopkins (JHU) White Matter Tractography Atlas and the Wake Forest (WFU) PickAtlas in MNI space were used as the anatomical templates for determining the size of the overlap of clusters in various brain regions. More specifically, the JHU atlas was used for defining the overlap in white matter regions, while the WFU atlas was utilized for the rest of the brain. All voxels that were erroneously located in the atlas\' ventricular regions due to mass effect were eliminated.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. Lesion location {#s0040}
--------------------

Lesion overlap maps, as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, were created to present an overview of the tumor locations for the study sample. The maps display all lesions for the patient sample, as well as the voxels that were eligible for inclusion in the VLSM analyses based on a minimum of 10 patients per voxel. These maps demonstrate that the majority of patients in the current study had lesions localized to the left hemisphere, primarily within the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes, including the insula.

3.2. Neurocognitive performance {#s0045}
-------------------------------

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} displays the participants\' performance on each of the seven neurocognitive tests. Means and standard deviations for each neurocognitive test of language functioning across all 98 participants are reported, in addition to a description of each test and the possible normative ranges for the test scores. For all tests, participants performed below expectation as compared to normative data of healthy controls.

3.3. VLSM findings {#s0050}
------------------

VLSM analysis was utilized to examine the association between language test performance and presence of lesion on a voxel-by-voxel basis, as described in [Section 2.4](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}. SPMs displaying significant clusters of voxels (*p* \< .05) were created for each neurocognitive test. Composite maps for receptive language and expressive language were also created to display the significant voxels common to all tests within that domain. These SPMs and composite maps are shown in [Fig. 2](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, and the similarity between these significant clusters for all tasks is shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. In all cases, lesion presence was associated with worsened performance on the corresponding neurocognitive test.

Within receptive language, the three neurocognitive tests used to assess this type of language functioning showed only modest similarity ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}; mean Dice Coefficient = 0.58; range = 0.56--0.61), but were associated with a relatively large intersecting volume of approximately 37 cm^3^. Specifically, these tests were all associated with lesions in the left middle and superior temporal gyri including Wernicke\'s area, left internal capsule and posterior thalamic radiation, left external capsule, left inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculi, and left Heschl\'s gyrus in primary auditory cortex ([@bb0140]) (see [Fig. 2](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast, the neuroanatomical regions associated with the four neurocognitive tests within the area of expressive language shared little overlap, averaging a Dice coefficient of 0.37 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}; range = 0.14--0.71). The 6.6 cm^3^ of intersecting volume comprised regions of the left retrolenticular limb of the internal capsule, left superior longitudinal fasciculus, left rolandic operculum, left insula, and left middle and superior temporal gyri (see [Fig. 3](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Individually, however, performance on each of the four expressive language tests was associated with much larger clusters: Phonemic Fluency with approximately 114.8 cm^3^, Category Fluency with 52.5 cm^3^, Boston Naming Test with 63.7 cm^3^, and Responsive Naming with 104.1 cm^3^. These unshared regions included greater areas of the left temporal lobe, left middle and superior frontal gyri, and left inferior parietal lobule. Examination of the individual tests demonstrated that the lack of overlapping regions across expressive language tests was not influenced by any one test in particular, but rather that as a whole the tests shared little overlap.

Lastly, regions of overlap between receptive and expressive language regions were evaluated ([Fig. 4](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Results suggest lesions extending through tissue connecting Broca\'s and Wernicke\'s areas appear to significantly influence both receptive and expressive language function. In particular, lesions within the external capsule along with the insula and extending into the posterior speech regions including Wernicke\'s area, significantly decreases both receptive and expressive language function.

4. Discussion {#s0055}
=============

The current study investigated the neural basis of language functioning in adult glioma patients using a highly sensitive voxel-by-voxel analytic method coupled with standardized neurocognitive tests of language functioning. The present study utilized voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM), a modern technique that has been used primarily with patients with cerebral infarction, in order to examine the relationships between lesion location and language performance in adult glioma patients. Impaired performance across both receptive and expressive language tests was associated with damage to several left-lateralized cortical and subcortical regions.

4.1. Associations between lesion location and type of language functioning {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The associations between neurocognitive test performance and respective regions of interest were largely similar across all of the receptive language tests. For the receptive language tests, the observed associations with left middle and superior temporal gyri including Wernicke\'s area were consistent with numerous studies ([@bb0015], [@bb0030], [@bb0105], [@bb0130]), as was the association with primary auditory cortex as this region plays a role in reading and listening ([@bb0040], [@bb0140]). Importantly, the present study also identified several voxels within white matter that were associated with receptive language, particularly near the insula and the inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculi. This suggests that damage to these areas plays a significant role in the receptive language deficits in glioma patients, possibly through interference of connecting frontal--striatal circuits and pathways to temporal and parietal regions ([@bb0060], [@bb0080], [@bb0095]).

Unlike receptive language, the tests of expressive language were associated with largely independent brain regions, suggesting that expressive language abilities may be quite task dependent and thus much more distributed within the brain. This finding is understandable when considering the cognitive steps involved in language. Receptive language develops earlier in childhood as it is thought to be a simpler ability ([@bb0150]), and when asked to perform a task such as following oral commands (Commands test) or answering orally presented questions (Complex Ideational Material test), many steps in processing the oral prompt are likely similar. In contrast, the processing of an expressive language task involving the generation of words from memory that begin with certain sounds (Phonemic Fluency test) is likely quite different than that of a task involving the naming of line-drawn objects (Boston Naming Test).

Additionally, the brain regions that were common to all of the expressive language tests were largely within the temporal lobe and notably did not include Broca\'s area. This finding suggests that the etiology of expressive language deficits in glioma patients may be more commonly due to difficulty with category-specific semantic organization and semantic knowledge which are temporally mediated ([@bb0010]), rather than difficulty with strategic word retrieval due to Broca\'s area involvement ([@bb0110]). Also, the white matter regions found to be associated with expressive language in the current study have been recently hypothesized to play a significant role in expressive language abilities ([@bb0125]). In particular, expressive language deficits may occur due to dysfunction of the insula, which has been shown in some studies to be related to apraxia of speech ([@bb0075], [@bb0145]), the superior temporal gyrus which can cause impairment in sentence comprehension and production of sentences due to syntactic and lexical processing difficulties ([@bb0090], [@bb0085]), and the superior longitudinal fasciculus which can cause impairment in utterances (i.e., smallest unit of speech) and repetition ([@bb0025], [@bb0135]).

4.2. Study limitations {#s0065}
----------------------

While it may be hypothesized that regions of the left hemisphere would primarily be identified in the current investigation of language abilities, a confounding factor in the present study is that the majority of participants had tumors localized to the left hemisphere. For this particular study, a number of patients with right hemisphere lesions were present, and data from these patients were utilized in the GLM to compare the test performance of participants with and without lesions in each voxel. However, right hemisphere lesion areas were not specifically examined in the VLSM analysis because the group size in each of the right hemisphere voxels totaled less than our criterion of ten. As a result, from the present study, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the involvement of right hemispheric structures for expressive and receptive language in adult glioma patients. It is therefore recommended that future VLSM studies examine whether bilateral correlates of language may be found with samples that have a more diverse distribution of lesion locations, as several neuroimaging and lesion-deficit studies have identified bilateral representation of language ([@bb0005], [@bb0155]).

Additionally, the retrospective design of the present study may have resulted in a selection bias in the sample. Because neurocognitive testing was performed for clinical purposes, it is possible that patients without cognitive concerns or patients with severely debilitating disease were not represented in the sample due to being poor candidates for testing. Also, heterogeneity with respect to MRI acquisition parameters (e.g. field strength, matrix size, etc.) may have introduced slight errors in lesion boundaries for individual patients, which may have translated into slight differences in the resulting statistical parameter maps. However, regions of abnormal T2 signal intensity were masked based on relative contrast to normal tissue, confirmed by imaging experts, and therefore were not likely to be influenced by subtle differences in acquisition parameters. Similarly, image registration of anatomically distorted brains into standard stereotactic atlas space may have introduced subtle errors in lesion localization. Despite our best effort to align images manually (when necessary) and verification of alignment by more than 2 independent observers, this lack of accuracy is a potential limitation.

Furthermore, the sample that was utilized in the particular study was heterogeneous with regard to treatment history and medical demographics. These heterogeneous demographics may affect language localization and language performance differently in the participant sample; for example, surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy can result in neuroplastic changes for the patients who have received these treatments. While these characteristics were controlled for in the present study and the current sample is representative of the patients who may present with language concerns within a large neuro-oncology clinic, analysis of more homogeneous populations is also warranted. Future studies may also benefit from examining whether corticosteroid use has a significant impact on the identified brain--behavior associations; although corticosteroid use was not a covariate in the present study, the majority of the participants had been treated with corticosteroids.

It is important to point out that the aphasia classification used in the current study for expressive and receptive language function is rather antiquated. Newer and more accurate classifications of these functions are also available. Additionally, use of VLSM is a rather outdated approach for mapping language function, particularly when trying to estimate function in individual patients. Similar, and potentially more localized, information may be obtained for individual patients using advanced functional imaging techniques including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), electroencephalography (EEG), or magnetoencephalography (MEG). However, it is important to point out that the VLSM method is useful to determine the relationship between tumor location and *loss* of function, whereas other techniques are more useful for identifying regions of *retained* function.

There are a few possible explanations for the relatively high Dice coefficients found in the current study, particularly when compared with fMRI experiments. Importantly, the VLSM analysis in the current study includes both cortical gray matter and subcortical white matter structures. FMRI, alternatively, involves cortical activation due to hemodynamic characteristics near cortical regions and is not particularly sensitive to subcortical white matter regions that may also be involved in functional tasks, limiting the total number of regions that may have potential overlap in function. Additionally, broad damage to white matter regions due to infiltrative and/or destructive tumor may result in loss of function in a multitude of tasks, as the neurological tasks used in the current study rely on many processing components and may not be particularly localized.

Lastly, VLSM analyses have primarily been performed with patients with cerebral infarction. An advantage of this patient population is that the site of infarcts can often be precisely identified, resulting in very specific, localized findings from VLSM analyses. In contrast, gliomas involve substantially larger lesion areas than that of cerebral infarction and can have ill-defined boundaries.

5. Conclusion {#s0070}
=============

The current study examined the critical brain regions involved in receptive language and expressive language using standardized neurocognitive testing and VLSM analysis in adult glioma patients. The findings of the present study demonstrated that language performance was associated with lesion location, which provides support for patient-specific selection of tests for language assessment ([@bb0175]), using tumor location as a factor. In addition, the findings of the current study suggest that the location of hyperintense regions on MR images can be utilized by healthcare providers at patients\' clinical visits as an objective predictor of the language deficits that glioma patients may experience. When healthcare providers encounter patients with lesions in the brain regions identified in the present study, they can intervene earlier by making accurate and timely referrals for neurocognitive evaluation and language rehabilitation, which may lead to improved quality of life for patients with language difficulties.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0075}
==============================

The following is the supplementary data related to this article.Supplemental Fig. 1Relationships between (a) BDAE-3 Commands and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.06), (b) BDAE-3 Reading Comprehension for Sentences and Paragraphs and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.04), (c) Category Fluency and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.13), (d) BDAE-3 Responsive Naming and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.005), (e) BDAE-3 Complex Ideational Material and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.10), (f) Phonemic Fluency and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.18), and (e) Boston Naming Test and lesion size (*R*^2^ = 0.07).
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2015.10.010](10.1016/j.nicl.2015.10.010){#ir0025}.

![(a) Lesion overlap map for the patient sample (b) Lesion overlap map showing the voxels meeting the inclusion criterion for the VLSM analysis, with a minimum of 10 patients per voxel.](gr1){#f0025}

![(a) Composite map of receptive language, comprised of the intersecting areas from the statistical parametric maps for each neurocognitive test within this domain. *p*-values for each voxel are reflective of the average *t*-statistic values from the tests within this domain (b) The rows, from top to bottom, demonstrate the significant voxels from the Phonemic Fluency, Category Fluency, Boston Naming, and Responsive Naming tests, respectively.](gr2){#f0005}

![(a) Composite map of expressive language, comprised of the intersecting areas from the statistical parametric maps for each neurocognitive test within this domain. *p*-values for each voxel are reflective of the average *t*-statistic values from the tests within this domain (b) The rows, from top to bottom, demonstrate the significant voxels from the Commands, Complex Ideational Material, and Reading Sentences and Paragraphs tests, respectively.](gr3){#f0010}

![Localization of regions shown to significantly influence receptive (red) and expressive (blue) language function, as well as overlap between these areas (yellow).](gr4){#f0015}

###### 

Overview of neurocognitive tests and test results grouped by type of language functioning.

  Type of language functioning                                Test                                                                                       Description                                                                               Range of possible scores   *M*     *SD*
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------- -------
  Receptive language                                          BDAE-3 Commands                                                                            Follow orally presented commands                                                          0--100 (Percent)           93.72   12.66
  BDAE-3 Complex Ideational Material                          Provide yes/no responses to syntactically complex questions                                0--100 (percent)                                                                          87.53                      15.96   
  BDAE-3 Reading Comprehension --- Sentences and Paragraphs   Silently read sentences/paragraphs and select the response that correctly completes each   0--100 (percent)                                                                          88.95                      17.71   
  Expressive language                                         Phonemic Fluency                                                                           Generate as many words as possible beginning with a specified letter (F, A, S) in 1 min   1--80 (T score)            35.61   12.69
  Category Fluency                                            Generate as many animal names as possible in 1 min                                         1--80 (T score)                                                                           38.02                      14.75   
  Boston Naming Test                                          Name line-drawn objects                                                                    1--80 (T score)                                                                           34.56                      19.36   
  BDAE-3 Responsive Naming                                    Name objects based on orally presented descriptions                                        0--100 (percent)                                                                          93.74                      16.69   

Abbreviation: BDAE-3, Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination-Third Edition.

###### 

Dice similarity coefficients for each pair of tasks.

  Task   1      2      3      4      5      6      7
  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  1      1.00   0.56   0.61   0.38   0.41   0.56   0.62
  2             1.00   0.57   0.47   0.32   0.53   0.68
  3                    1.00   0.23   0.23   0.73   0.68
  4                           1.00   0.51   0.22   0.42
  5                                  1.00   0.14   0.23
  6                                         1.00   0.71
  7                                                1.00

1 = BDAE-3 Commands.

2 = BDAE-3 Complex Ideational Material.

3 = BDAE-3 Reading Comprehension --- Sentences and Paragraphs.

4 = Phonemic Fluency.

5 = Category Fluency.

6 = Boston Naming Test.

7 = BDAE-3 Responsive Naming.
